ARABESCATO ROSA

Quarried in the Estremoz region of Portugal, Arabescato Rosa is a light pink marble with dramatic, statement-making black veining that lends itself well to book-matched layouts. Stocked in 3/4” (2cm) polished slabs.

NOTES

1 This material is highly sensitive to acids. When used as a kitchen countertop, acid etching will be highly visible. Do not use this material if acid etching is a concern. For kitchen countertops we recommend a honed finish. Expect material to patina over time and create a beautiful rustic/antique look.

2 Fiberglass mesh backed slabs are not recommended for showers. Recommended grout spacing - interior flooring - 1/8” minimum, interior walls - 1/4” minimum.

3 Alternative setting material: Ardex X77 Microtec Fiber Reinforced Mortar or Mapei Ultratex LFT.

4 The M.I.A. recommends installing resin-backed stone with epoxy-based setting materials. Consult your setting materials manufacturer for specific recommendations.